RAINY DAY TUNEAGE

1. IT ALWAYS RAINS ON A PICNIC
   - MODEST MOUSE

2. RAIN - BISHOP THURSDAY - ASOBIC SEKSU

3. HAPPY WHEN IT RAINS
   - THE JESUS AND MARY CHAIN
   - SPIT ON A STRANGER

4. CANDY RAIN
   - UNIVERSAL PAVEMENT AIR

5. PRAYERS FOR RAIN
   - SOUL FOR REAL
   - OTIS REDDING "SITTING' ON THE DOCK OF THE BAY"

6. RIDERS ON THE STORM
   - THE DOORS
   - NEEDLE IN THE HAY
   - ELLIOTT SMITH

7. ALL THE UMBRELLAS IN LONDON
   - THE MAGNETIC FIELDS

Listen here: http://8tracks.com/sarewoo/rainy-day-baker-s-dozen